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The year is 1512. Pope Julius II , with the
help of Swiss mercenaries, has recently been victorious
in driving the French from Italy. Florence, which was
allied with France, was a loser in the conflict. The
Medicis were restored to power in Florence. Nicco10
Hachiave11i, a member of the Florentine bureaucracy,
was himself out of power, at age 43. He was arrested,
accused of conspiracy, tortured and finally released.
For the next fourteen years, until his death in 1527,
he remained in virtual exile on a small farm near
Florence.
There is a quote from a famous letter tha.t
Ma.chiavelli wrote to his friend, the Florentine
ambassador in the Papal Court in Rome, describing
his condition:
On the threshold I slip off my day's
clothes with their mud and dirt,
put on my royal and curial robes,
and enter, decently dressed, the
ancient courts of men of old,
where I am wel c omed kindly, and
fed on that fare which is mine
alone, and for which I was born :
where I am not ashamed to address
them and ask them the reasons for
their actions, and they reply
considerately; and for two hours
I forget all my cares, I know no
more trouble, death loses its
terrors; I am utterly translated
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into their company. And since
Dante says that we can never
,
attain knowledge unless we reta1n
what we can hear, I have noted
down the capital I have accumulated
from the conversation and composed
a little book, The Prince, in
which I probe as d~eply as ~
can the considerat1on of th1s
subject, discussing what,a
principality is, the var1ety of
such states, how they are won,
how they are held, how they are
lost. . .
The result of this kind of communion includes
the famous, or perhaps infamous, The Prince and The
Discours es, plus plays, poetry and assorted histories
and biographies.
In our last paper, we playfully explored
some of Michiavelli's ideas, exp ressed in very simple
verse form stripped of arcane references to places,
people and events long ago consigned to the footnotes
of history.
The objecti.ve was to examine Hachiavelli's
basic thesis that human nature, especially as it relates
to the pursuit of power, had little changed from the
days of ancient Greece and Rome when compared to the
seething political writhings of Europe in the 15th
and 16th centuries. At that time, the petty city/states
were grudgingly yielding to the more powerful unified
political and geographical entities which ultimately
evolved into modern France, Italy, Germany and Spain.
Our goal was to extract the residuum of Hachiavelli's
thinking and to explore its relevance to a contemporary
audience. We wrote these verses for our own amusement -- and especially for yours. Frank~Y, we w~re
astounded by the depth of response to th~S .,mater~al
not just in terms of sincere and welcomed well h
dones" from fellow club members, but from a, dept d
of personal response which we ,encountered t:me an
time again. Three examples w111 best expla1n what
I mean:
Hachiavelli paper found
Incident One: M
-y
h
the hands of a woman w 0
its way to New York into
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might best be described as an extremely successful
and extremely tough woman executive. She called m7
here in Cincinnati one day and reported the fo11ow~ng :
"Listen Norman -- I had more insights from that
Michiav~lli thing than I've had from eight years of
psychoanalysis. To tell you the truth, I do all of
those things -- but I didn't think anyone knew."
Incident Two: I sent a copy of my paper
to a rather highly placed executive in an unnamed
Cincinnati corporation. Now while my name was typed
on the piece, the gentleman to whom I had sent it
assumed that someone else had sent my paper to him -without a cover note.
He called me about a week
later and reported the following:
"Well, Norman -I picked up that paper and read the first two lines
of your verse -- 'It's best to govern under law -if not resort to fang and claw' -- and I thought
now who is trying to send me a message?"
Incident Three:
I was walking do~m Fourth
Street with a friend and we encountered, strolling
toward us, an individual known to both of us who
said:
'I Norman , someone gave me your Machiavelli
piece -- and I loved it! " I acknowledged his compliment and he continued on his way. A moment later
my friend wryly observed, sotto voce:
"Loved it! -That bastard lives it!"
Now I am not particularly known for my
humility, but I fully recognized that these reactions
are not a reflection of the power of my doggerel
verse but rather a true tribute to Machiavelli's
insights into human behavior and human motivations.
In an introduction to a translation of
The Prince and The Discourses, Max Lerner wrote,
" Read The Prince today and you'll be struck by the
detonations which its sentences set off in the
corriders of experience. 11 He goes on, "May I venture
to guess as to the reason why we still shudder slightly
at Machiavelli's name? . . •
It is our recognition
that the realities he described are realities; that
men, whether in politics, in business, or in private
life, do not act according to their professions of
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virtue; that leaders in every field seek power ruthlessl y ,
and hold on to it tenaciously; that the masses who
are coerced into dictatorship have to be wooed and
duped in a democracy; that deceit and ruthless~ess
invariably crop up in every state; and that wh11e
the art of being ruled has always been a relatively
e asy one, the art of ruling ourselves is monstrously
difficult. . . Ii
f-1.achiavelli's fascination lies mostly in
his choice of subject matter-- which is " power ";
how to get it, how to keep it and how to lose it.
It is perfectly clear that the pursuit of power
applies in much less grandiose institutions than
empires, kingdoms and principalities. There is
every opportunity to pursue power in any association of humans organized on a hierarchical basis
be it in a business, educational, social or even
family unit.
He rein lies the relevance of
Mi chiavelli's insights across time and space.
We want to return to The Cactus Garden
of Verse for a small bumper crop. All but one of
the verses will be based upon chapters in The
Discourses, a much larger work than The PrInCe ,
and more philosophically balanced. The book's
title in full for m is Discourses on The First Ten
Books of Titus Livius.
In Machiavelli's introduction to The
Discourses, he writes :
..

. 1 have thought it proper to

write upon thos e books of Titus
Livius that have come down to us
entire despite the malice of
time; touching on those matters
which after a comparison between
the ancient and modern events,
may seem to be necessary to
facilitate their proper understanding . . .
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We will share with you twelve verses. Each
uses the exact chapter title which appears in The
Discourses to keep in direct touch with Machiavelli's
thought and writing style.
THE PRINCE _. CHAPTER 25
HOW HUCH FORTUNE CAN DO IN HUMAN
AFFAIRS AND HOW IT ~~Y BE OPPOSED
Can man by prudence change his lot?
Free will says yes - caprice says not.
Can man subtract or yet enhance
Results decreed by luck or chance?
Despite your plans - so neatly drawn
Is all result just fortune's pawn?
This question stands to contemplate Can man oppose the force of fate?
You can't change luck - it comes and goes
And like the wind, it stops then blows.
Since fortune varies - much is whim
The general odds increase for him
Who moves along his path of choice
But listens to that inner voice
That coldly warns that all might fail
And force of destiny prevail.
With this the case - it's plain to see
Advantage for audacity
Do what you will - and plan your best
And trust to luck to do the rest.
BOOK I - CHAPTER 41
IT IS IMPRUDENT AND UNPROFITABLE SUDDENLY
TO CHANGE FROM HUMILITY TO PRIDE,
AND FROM GENTLENESS TO CRUELTY
The wily prince must understand
The circumstances vary
Exigencies of state demand
Behaviour quite contrary.
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Too sudden change can penalize,
It shatters the illusion
Of prince as fair and ever wise
And free of all confusion.
But how to change from bad to good
From a trusted friend to foe?
First, let some cause be understood
And the pace of change be slow.
'Tho for mer friends may curse your face
You have no need to cower
For old friends - new - will take their
place,
And you maintain your power.
BOOK I - CHAPTER 43
THOSE ONLY WHO COMBAT FOR THEIR O~~
GLORY ARE GOOD AND LOYAL SOLDIERS
A soldier's willingness to die
Is something monarchs cannot buy
No soldier signs his life away
For pittance of a soldier's pay.
A man will march and hold and fight
For caus es he perceives as right.
A man will conquer fear and stand
For love of home, of prince, of land.
A monarch's claim on royalty
Res ides in soldier's loyalty .
BOOK - CHAPTER 53
HOW BY THE DELUSION OF SEEMING GOOD THE PEOPLE
ARE OFTEN MISLED TO DESIRE THEIR OWN RUIN;
AND HOW THEY ARE FREQUENTLY I NFLUENCED BY
GREAT HOPES AND BRAVE PRmUS ES
Wave the flag and beat the drum
Recount all ancient glory
Speak of honor, virtue , truth
Enhanced through song and story .
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Conjure daring enterprise
Dreams of victory and gain
Land and gold for everyone
Promise of a swift campaign .
Martial calls entreat the mob
Which spurns all wise instruction
Rushing toward the trumpet's blast
Headlong toward self-destruction.
BOOK II - CHAPTER 13
CUNNING AND DECEIT WILL SERVE A HAN BETTER
THAN FORCE TO RISE FROM A BASE CONDITION
TO A GREAT FORTUNE
Rising from a lowly station
To sovereign ruler of nation
Is such an enterprising feat
It's rarely gained without deceit.
In early days when lacking might
The fledgling prince pursues his fight

Through use of cunning, fraud, and guile
To supplement his natural style.
With arms and armies well in hand
The prince may choose a different stand
Renouncing fraud as proper course
To rule instead by naked force.
BOOK II - CHAPTER 18
HOW HUCH THE ROHANS AVOIDED HALF-WAY MEASURES
WHEN THEY HAD TO DECIDE UPON THE FATE OF
THEIR SUBJECTS
Deadly threat to any nation
Is the curse of vacillation
When prince is torn twixt war and peace
Despair and doubt will never cease.
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The undecided middle course
Is guaranteed to breed remorse.
Absence of a firm decision
Beckons discord and division.
The helmsman's duty is to steer
A path that's resolutely clear
He who shuns his role as master
Will lead his nation -- to disaster .
BOOK II - CHAPTER 26
CONTEMPT AND INSULTS ENGENDER HATRED AGAINST
THOSE WHO I NDULGE IN THE!1 WITHOUT BEING
OF ANY ADVANTAGE TO THEM
Sticks and stones may break your bones
But words can kill you faster
Foolish pride may loose a tide
Of unforeseen disaster .
Vicious prate engenders hate
And needless provocation
Your contempt may loose undreamt
Corrosive indignation.
Hold you tongue, unsting what's stung
Don't open old wounds anew
Seek to tame what might inflame
Show grace to those you subdue .
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BOOK II - CHAPTER 52
THERE IS NO SURE R AND LESS OBJECTIONABLE
MODE OF REPRESSING THE INSOLENCE OF AN
INDIVIDUAL AMBIT IOUS IN POWER, WHO RISES
IN A REPUBLIC, THAN TO FORESTALL HIM I N
THE WAYS BY WHICH HE EXPECTS TO ARRIVE
AT THAT POWER
A man of de stiny appears
(A little wet behind the ears)
But faultless in the people's eyes
This man whose star is on the rise.
The people laud his every word
And no dissent is ever heard .
His fame increases by the hour.
He feigns all interest in power.
The wise prince knows that such a man
Will soon unveil his secret plan
To play on fear and foment hate
And spread dissension in the state.
Murder , exile, pernicious plot;
Or simply bribe this patriot?
You must stop this n ew upstarter
Short of making him a martyr.
First, analyze his source of fame
And then contrive to do the same.
Mime his actions to the letter
And then proceed to do them better.
In short, usurp the man's appeal
It's sure to damp the people's zeal.
You gain more friends, reduce your foes
And no one ever comes to b lows.
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BOOK III - CHAPTER 6
OF CONSPIRACIES
Advice to the potential victims of conspiracies :
To lose a war is cardinal sin
Yet, greater threats may lie within
Conspiracies, like heavy stone
May crush and topple any throne.
Conspiracies are often found
Where hate of prince and state abound
Heed the ancient shibboleth
" No tyrant dies a natural death."
Your enemies are close at hand
Those rich in property and land,
Who wait for that propitious hour
To seize the thing they lack. • .your
power.
Beware men with proximity
Those oozing magnanimity.
Remember well great Caeser's end
Betrayed by those who called him " friend.
Advice to those who conspire:
For those who plot - remember this The wagging tongue is nemesis.
Each telling of the plot is weighed
Against the risk you'll be betrayed .
For silence keeps your plot well hid
Until the calls to action bid
For then and only then confide
To those who'll share your homicide .
Heed this caution (well worth citing)
Never put your plot in writing?
If accused - you can decry it
If written down - you can't deny it.

It
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For men are weak but fear is strong
You can't rely on partners long
Avoid delay and doubt and dri~t
This deadly race is to the sW1ft.
BOOK III - CHAPTER 9
WHOEVER DESIRES CONSTANT SUCCESS
MUST CHANGE HIS CONDUCT WITH THE TIMES
A state may rise - a state may fall

(For each abides in fortune's range)
Yet one state supersedes them all
The ever present state of change.
Each man is cast in rigid shape
His ego is a citadel
Where force of change cannot escape
And hubris stands as sentinel.
The prince who seeks a lengthy reign
Must set this one condition prime
To look on change without disdain
~~d suit his actions to the time.
BOOK III - CHAPTER 18
NOTHING IS MORE WORTHY OF THE ATTENTION
OF A GOOD GENERAL THAN TO ENDEAVOR TO
PENETRATE THE DESIGNS OF THE ENEMY
A win or loss - the difference?
Impeccable intelligence!
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BOOK I I I - CHAPTER 19
BOOK III - CHAPTER 19
WHETHER GENTLE OR RIGOROUS HEASURES
ARE PREFERABLE I N GOVERNING THE
MULTITUDES
The conqueror must choose a path
When governing a nation
Twixt gentleness and cruel wrath
Excess or moderation.
Too gentle, and the people sense
A touch of hesitation
Which raises hope of new defense
And leads to confrontation .
Too cruel, and people learn to hate
With steely resolution
And those who seek a martyr's fate
Foment a revolution.
Be just - be firm - preserving lives
Steer a straight and steady course
Respect most property and wives
(But keep reserved a deadly force).
We have to~ched only upon a few of Machiavell i ' ~
themes a~ develo~ed ln The Discourses; the need for fi rr
leadersh~p, the ~mportance of changing with the times
the ease with which people yield to demagoguergy, the '
requirement for loyalty to the regime among ci t izens
and soldiers, the effect of chance on human affairs,
and always the recognition that the pursuit and maintenance of power is a precarious occupation.
What is fascinating, and for many over the
centuries frightening, about Machiavelli's reflections
on power is that he approached the subject with realism
and empiricism as opposed to conforming actions and
events to a particular philosophical, religious or
even romantic point of vi ew . It is this realistic
vi e wpoint which distinguishes the analysis of political
thought before l'i.achiavelli to that after him.
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It is not necessary to agree with Machiavelli
to appreciate that his contribution was to reveal the
underlying structures by which men actually govern and
are governed in any political system, from a democracy
to a dictatorship.
Is it any wonder that Machiavelli's
very name has entered the language as a pejorative
adjective? This is often the legacy of anyone who
strips away the veil of illusion. We leave you with
this observation:
Beware the man who holds a glass
That mirrors more than mere facade.

Norman A . Levy

